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This i s  the second quarterly progress report submitted t o  NAS./:EX i n  
p a r t i a l  fu l f i l l nen t  of the requirements of Contract YAS 8-ulcO?. 
report  co-lrers ac t i -d ty  and progress achieved Ln the threemonth report 
period 1 Cctober through 31 Decenber 1964. 
material used in the report include E. P. French (radiation), J. 1.I. R o l l e y  
(cszT.rectLT.re hezt t raqs 'pr )  3, J o  Enf- ( je t ,  pli-me free f 7 _ 6 ~  fields with 
varying specific heat ra t io) ,  and A .  African0 (sea leve l  p lmes ,  plume 
inpingenent geonetrj, and general supervision). The scope coveTed bc ludes  
yrinclpally the Fkase I1 Analytical and hperimental  correlation, with some 
remaining itms frm the Phase I Analjrtical Investigations. 
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This report presents the results obtained during the second three-month period 
of contract performance under NASA/BFC Contract NAS 8-1yF07. The twelve-month 
study comprises three phases, each o f  approximately four months duration. 
m t e r i a l  in t h i s  report falls principdlly within the Phase I1 Arx&tical and Ex- 
perhenta l  Correlation portion of the overall study. %e objective of the study 
is to correlate available experimental data with theorytical and empirical relations 
t o  arrive a t  a comprehensive$Jgineering method for ‘predict& force and heat la! 
e d r a m e n t ?  due rto rocket j&im@ngement on space vehic&es or’ nearby struct-wes 
represented bg’ f l a t  and curved surfaces. - 
Topics discussed include: 
The 
/ 
L 
1. 
2. 
A summary of the principal topics covered i n  Quarterly 
Progress Report No. 1. 
Je t  plume free flow f i e l d s  as affected by choice of a 
fixed or shifting &must gas specific heat ratio.  
P U B L l  C A T I O N  D A T E  C O N T R A C T  N V M S E R  
15 January 1965 NAS 8-ll407 
1 - 
3 .  
4. 
Interaction of the moving jet  plume with air a t  different 
freestream Mach numbers. 
Approximation of a sea level je t  plume and i t s  application 
i n  correlating the impingement and thermal load t e s t  data 
fron? SA5 and SA6 launches. 
Convective heat transfer correlation for  high a l t i tude plumes. 
solid par t ic le  effects i n  plume radiation. 
5. 
6. 
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This report presents the results obtained during the second three- 
mnth  period of contract performance uncier NASA/%iSFC Contract P&S 8-UO7, 
The twelve-mnth study comprises three phases, each of approldmately four 
months duration. The material i n  t h i s  report falls principally within the 
Phase I1 Analytical and lkperimental Correlation portion of the overall 
study. The objective of the  study is t o  correlate available experimental 
data with Yneoreticai and empirical re la t ions t o  arr ive a t  a comprehensive 
engineering method for  predicting force and heat load environments due t o  
rocket jet  impingement on space vehicles or newby structures represented 
by f l a t  and curved surfaces. 
Topics discussed include: 
A summary of the principal topics covered i n  Quarterly Progress 
Report Eo. 1. 
J e t  plune free ~ Z o w  f i e l d s  as affected by choice of fixed or  
shif t ing exhaust gas specific heat ra t io .  
Interaction of the moving jet plume with air a t  different  free- 
stream %ch numbers. 
kppr-tion of a sea level  jet plume and its application i n  
correlating the  impingement and thermal load t e s t  data from SA5 
and S ~ i 6  launches. 
Convective heat t ransfer  correlation f o r  high a l t i tude  plunes, 
Solid par t ic le  effects  in plume radiation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
This is the  second quarterly progress report submitted by North 
American Aviation, Inc., Space and Information Systems Division (NAA/S&ID) 
t o  t h e  National Aeronautics and Space Admlnistration, George C. Marshall 
Space Flight Center (NASA/MSFC) on Contract NAS 8-lU0’7 covering the  con- 
t r a c t  performance period 1 October 1964 through 31 December 1964. 
theoret ical  or  empirical prediction procedures and the available experi- 
mental data on rocket j e t  plume impingement forces and heat loads. 
structures affected by the plume hpingement may be on the vehicle i t s e l f ,  
other nearby vehicles, or  the launch tower; however, a l l  cases a re  cate- 
gorized and simplified by considering impingement effects  only on flat 
o r  curved surfaces a t  various distances a f t  o r  radial ly  displaced from the 
centerline of the jet plume., 
The 
program is a twdve-zai$h iETestigztfon of t h e  C G & T & E t i i m  betwsez 
The 
The Saturn V Vehicle and Launch Complex i s  u t i l i zed  as a reference 
The “Statement o f  Work” i s  also given i n  d e t a i l  i n  the 
configuration- (as  i l l u s t r a t ed  i n  the  first quarterly progress report, 
Reference (I)). 
f i r s t  quarterly report, together with a discussion of the environments 
before and a f t e r  launch, and a general description of the  Saturn V solid 
and storable propellant rocket engines involved and t he i r  locations in the  
vehicle. 
The theoret ical  prediction methods accumulated t o  date have yielded 
r e su l t s  giving good correlation for  both Impact pressures and heat trans- 
f e r  ra tes  due t o  plume impingement when compared with available high 
a l t i t ude  chamber t e s t  data. 
l a t e  and resu l t  i n  simpler impingement environments than l o w  a l t i tude  
plumes, and be t te r  correlation. The successful application of the methods 
depends, of course, on the accurate representation of the j e t  plume flow 
f i e l d  and properties a t  the  al t i tude under consideration. 
need for  investigation of the effects during launch, it w a s  agreed t o  apply 
the presently.available prediction methods in an analysis of two of t he  
data points for t h i s  case as requested i n  the  NASA/”C l e t t e r  dated 
2 December 1964 (Reference 2). The principal problan i n  such an analysis 
i s  t o  estimate the  properties of an (on the  average) overexpruaded rocket 
j e t  plume f o r  the  cryogenic booster engines at the  sea l eve l  environment. 
44vailable dimensionless pressure, velocity, and temperature decay r a t io s  
f romthe  NADC work of Anderson and Johnacanbe used as  a first appro*- 
t i on  t o  determine this plume. 
necessary decay r a t io s  tabulated and ut i l ized  h the present report  f o r  
a preliminary analysis. 
(Reference 1 )  follows as an aid i n  maintaining conthui ty .  
High-altitude plumes are  simpler t o  calcu- 
In v i e w  of the 
The method i s  br ie f ly  described and the 
4 summary of the  topics  covered in  the first quarterly progress report 
I. Introduction - Program Objectives (reviewed above) 
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11. Basic Surface Environments of Space Vehicles and Launch 
Complex Structures (reviewed above) 
111. Je t  Plume Free Flow Fields (The b t v d a  circular  a rc  approxi- 
mation and more "exact I '  methods of character is t ics  salutions 
i n  use a t  NAA/S&ID a r e  described and an example of the plume 
properties presented i n  a tabulated condensed version. ) 
I V .  Interaction of Free Stream with Je t  Plume (The basic re la t ions 
needed t o  account fo r  the  contraction of the free  flow f i e l d  
pluine result ing from Newtonian impact on t h e  inviscid gas ' 
boundary are  described . ) 
Plume Impingement Geometry for  Canted and Uncanted Side Plates 
(The equations for determination of the  t rue  impingement angle 
of a streamline on an element of area at any distance and 
orientation from the  reference nozzle ex i t  center a re  derived.) 
V. 
VI. Newtonian Impact Theory for  Impingement on a Flat Plate  (The 
fundmental principle is emphasized that  r a t e  of change of 
momentum per unit area i s  the  basis  fo r  predicting impingement 
pressures, and an equation is  derived relat ing such pressures 
t o  t h e  plume Mach number, specific heat ra t io ,  t o t a l  pressure, 
preesure expandon ratio, and the  t rue  streamline impingement 
angle. ) 
V I I .  Convective Heat Transfer Due t o  J e t  Impingement (The available 
laminar flow heat t ransfer  equations from prior  aerodynamic 
heating theory a re  described. ) 
V I I I .  Plume Radiation Study ( A  method of computing t o t a l  radiant 
power incident on a surface element from an &symmetric ex- 
haust plume i s  described.) 
-2- 
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11. SFZZIFIC 
Due t o  the  complexit;. of t:ie method of characterist ics solution, it 
has 5ee3 the usual practice t o  assume same lleffectivell  gas specific heat 
r a t i o  a t  the nozzle exit plane, or nozzle l i p  (e.&., 1.25 t o  1.30) and 
keep this constant fo r  the plume calculation. 
Laprovementin the  shape and location of the plume boundary over the  
earlier poor assumption of the  very low combustion chamber equilibrium 
Flurne. 
exhaust gases continues t o  increase as the  expanding gas temperature 
decreases, even thocgh the gas camposition may effectively become stably 
'' frozenT1 shortly damstre&! of the nozzle throat,  some uncertainty remained 
as t o  the error  involve? bj'the use of t he  constant nozzle exit or l i p  
value. 
This provided a marked 
i.rzliLp r&nLpG c ~ n s t z q +  + , b ~ g - @ ~ t  the e q a s i c n  Lq tfre Z Q Z Z ~ ~  n d  +>e 
HmeTrer, since t h s  specir"ic heat r a t i o  of a l l  rocket propellant 
A f u l l  r igh t  r w d n g  characterist ic from the nozzle l i p  t o  the nozzle 
axis with the  corresponding varying specific heat r a t i o  values i s  r e q ~ r e d  
as inpQt for  the determination of the  improved plume with t h i s  variable 
considered. 
This right-runnin& characterist ic can be obtained from Rocketdyne's 
Kernel and B e l l  Analysis Program (on f i l e  a t  I U / S & I D  as 7N-202) f o r  t h i s  
p-=pose f o r  conical nozzles. 
only a p a r t i a l  starting l i n e  was obtained by this program because it does 
not h a d l e  the  iaternal shocks occurring i n  sharply contoured nozzles. 
This r igh t  m ? n g  characterist ic f o r  the  5-2 engine was computed fo r  the  
following assumed conditions: 
For the Saturn S-I1 5-2 engines, unfortunately, 
(a) 
(b) nozzle area ra t io ,  27.45, 
(c) 5-2 contour, 
(d) chamber pressure, 632 psia 
(e) 
r a t i o  of specific heats constant a t  1.23, 
r a t i o  of radius of curvature a t  throat  t o  throat radius, 0.392. 
The three J-2 cases calculated t o  detemine the e f fec t  of the varying 
specific heat r a t i o  on the plume include: 
(a) chemical equilibrium 
(b) frozen chamber composition 
(c) an approximation t o  the exact finite-rate solution based on 
equilibrium f low up t o  a fffreezing pointyf1 and then "freezing 
pointr1 composition thereafter. 
The f i r s t  two cases ut i l ized equilibrium composition properties and 
frozen chamber composition properties computed by a program obtained from 
X A S A - b r i s  and on f i l e  a t  NAA/S&TD as No. 7?-219. 
analysis was obtained fram a Rocketdyne program similar t o  the NASA-Lewis 
The "freezing point" 
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program, but w i t h  the added refinement of allowing the  composition t o  s h i f t  
until predeternhed "freezing point'! c r i t e r i a  are sa t i s f ied ,  and then 
frgezing the composition as  the expansion continues. 
below the temperature of 200°K w a s  necessary i n  a l l  cases. 
a l t i tude  assmed fo r  the plumes was  200,000 f t .  
and inviscid flow were assumed. 
Some extrapolation 
The common 
Also, a s t i l l  atmosphere 
Figures 1 t o  3 show the result ing 5-2 plumes fo r  the three assumed 
Figure 5 i s  a composite 
conditions of shift ing specific heat ra t io .  
i s  included based on a constant value of 1.28. 
of the four plume boundaries, showing an apparentu appreciable displace- 
ment of the constant specific r a t i o  plume from the other three which 
practically coincide. 
a t  200,000 f t ,  however, may be negligible even with widely displaced 
boundaries. 
of the !kch 9 and 6 streamlines. 
that the impingement errors  due t o  assumption of a constant specific heat 
r a t i o  might be negligibly small. 
ea r l i e r  discussion on the effect  of an incomplete s ta r t ing  r igh t  runling 
characterist ic l ine.  
For comparison, Figure 4 
Impingement effects  from such tenuous gas exhaust 
Therefore, an additional composite i s  included in Figure 5 
These are  close enough together t o  indicate 
Figure 6 i s  included t o  c l a r i fy  the 
The constcant, value of 1.28 is  representative of the  average specific 
heat r a t i o  for  t h e  5-2 engine nozzle with its 27.5 area expansion ra t io .  
Lower values of the order of 1.23 t o  1.25 would be typical  f o r  lower ex- 
pansion ra t ios ,  while 1.32 has been used for  computing plumes fo r  the very 
high expansion r a t io  of 40 i n  the Apollo SIsJ/RCS engine. 
Comidering the greater effect  of the f r ee  stream Nkch IJo. on the 
free  flow fi.eld je t  plume (discussed i n  the next section of t h i s  report) 
it appears that, the s l i gh t  increase i n  accuracy by use of the shif t ing 
specific heat r a t io  may not be presently just i f ied,  although fo r  high 
al t i tudes and for long plume f i r ing  durations, some special  cases may 
bsnefFt from o r  even require i t s  use. 
-4- 
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Figure 3 :  5-2 Engine Plume at 200,000 ft, 
Equilibrium-Frozen (Freezing Po3nt)Composition 
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Figure 4: 5-2 Ehgine Plume at 200,000 f t ,  
Constant Specific Heat Ratio of 1.28 
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111. JET PLUME INTEEACTION WITH FREE ST€U?,AM 
The added r e s t r i c t ion  of Newtonian *act pressures along the  in- 
viscid plume boundary w a s  described i n  d e t a i l  i n  Section IV of the  f i s t  
Quarterly Progress Report. : k i n g  t he  past  report  period it was success- 
fully incorporated as a subroutine i n  the Apollo Ap 2u, jet  plume computer 
program*- Figure 7 shows the marked contraction in  t h e  plume diameter for  
free stream&ch nos. of 5 and 10 from the  or iginal  d h e t e r s  of the  f r ee  
flow f i e l d  jet  plume i n  still  a i r  (&, = 0). 
were: ex i t  Mach No. 
r a t i o  k =1.3; and exit half-cone angle QN 
nozzle/altitude condition was represented by the  t o t a l  nozzle exit 
pressure r a t i o  t o  ambient pressure, PT/Pm = 10,000. 
data  i n  Figure 7 provided contraction r a t i o s  for  t h i s  set of nozzle con- 
d i t i ons  for t he  intermediate freestream Mach nos. as shoun in Table 1. 
The assumed nozzle conditions 
= 3.0; constant exit and plume specif ic  heat 
=15’. A combined general 
Cross-plots of the  
The marked ef fec t  of t he  exit Mach no. of 3 in t he  above case i s  
shown by comparing t h e  plume diameter contraction r a t i o s  a t  freestream 
Mach No. 5 with t h e  results for  an exit Mach no. of 4. 
It i s  planned t o  calculate similar r e su l t s  fo r  a variety of conditions t o  
attempt t o  generalize the  trends f o r  prediction purposes. 
-u- 
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4 p =10 T Q O  
Figure 7 :  Effec t  of Freestream Mach Number 
on Jet Plume Boundary 
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Table 1 
Plume Boundaries and Contraction Ratios versus 
Freestream Mach No. a t  Various Dawnstream Planes 
f o r  = 3; k = 1.3; pT/paa = 10,0o0, and % = 15" 
Dimensionless Radial Distances for  
Nos. W'Re = 1 2 5 10 1 5  
Ad 
0 3 02 5.0 9.1 l4.2 18.5 
1 2.8 4.1 7.0 11.0 13.8 
2 2 -4 3.5 6.0 9.2 l l . 5  
3 2.2 3.1 5.3 8.1 10.1 
4 2 .o 2.8 4.8 7.3 9.1 
5 1.8 2.5 4.4 6.6 8.3 
6 1.7 2.3 4.0 6.1 7.7 
7 1.6 2.2 3.8 5.7 7.2 
8 1.6 2.1 3.7 5.4 6.7 
9 1.6 2.1 3.5 5.1 6.3 
2.1 3.4 4.8 5.9 10 1.5 
Mach Corresponding Contraction Ratios for  
N O S .  x/R, = 1 2 5 10 1 5  
Mm 
-~ 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 .oo 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 . 88 0 8 2  077 076 *75 
75 -70 .66 .65 .62 
-69 .62 .58 -57 .5k 
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IV. APPROXIMATION OF SEA LEVEL JET PLUME PROPERTIES 
Anderson and Johns mention a variety of able investigators who have 
attempted t o  develop a sat isfactory theory for  the miXing of a j e t  with 
quiescent air (Reference 3 ) .  
plex, with the decay i n  the supersonic region great ly  complicated by 
shock and expansion-wave interactions.* 
significant contributions have been made, a sat isfactory theoret ical  
description o f  the  flow in t h i s  region is pract ical ly  impossible, and 
proceed t o  t r ea t  the  problem from an experimental and empirical approach 
whick yielded some very useful dimensionless pressure, temperature and 
velocity decay r a t i o  profiles.  Typical values of the decay r a t io s  de- 
rived from the curves i n  the paper are shown i n  Table 2. 
all f ive  se t s  of r a t io s  ( A  t o  E) a re  compressed i n  t h i s  one table  t o  be 
readily available at a glance while making the  empirical computations. 
The theoret ical  treatment i s  highly com- 
These authors s t a t e  t ha t  while 
For convenience, 
Table (2A) shows the impact pressure decay r a t i o  &qe, versus the 
dimensionless axial distance x/Re downstream of the nozzle exit. 
the  nozzle exi t  conditions established, the basic impingement or  impact 
pressure on a normal plane can be computed from pIe = 2 
Thus, t he  maximum normal impingement pressure along the  j e t  a x i s  using 
the  empirical decay r a t io s  i n  Table (2A) is: 
With 
- 2 (P, ve2/2>. 
9e 
PI,, = PIe - Qox 
s, 
Table (2B) shows the  dimensionless temperature difference r a t io ,  
(T, - T, )/(Te - T,) versus the axial distance, x/Re. 
ex i t  temperature T, F d  the  ( s t i U )  atmosphere temperature, T, , known, 
maxinun temperature along t he  je t  axis is  then (with t h e  empirical tabu- 
la ted temperature difference r a t i o  abbreviated t o  rAT) : 
With nozzle 
+ 
vestigated. 
t h a t  no Riemann wave occurs fo r  a nozzle exit Mach No. of about 3.2 and 
an  wit t o  ambient pressure r a t i o  of about 0.64 (values from one-dimen- 
s i o n d  flow calculation.) 
shock must occur, 
average exit pressure up t o  ambient pressure at or  shortly downstream of 
the nozzle exit. 
t e r i s t i c s  method solution of t he  j e t  plume t o  predict  t he  first Mach disc, 
inherently,"but describes an empirical method su ported by t e s t  $ata for 
a i r  a t  Me = 2. Despite t he  discrepancy i n  Mach &. h i s  graph indicates 
t ha t  the shock location, if it occurs, would be very close t o  the  nozzle 
exit, thus outside the  path of t he  plume over the SA5-SA6 data pointsQf 
in t e re s t .  
The location of the first Mach d isc  or Riemann shock distance was in- 
Study of the  results by Love e t  al (Ref. 4, p. 90) indicate 
This appears somewhat unreal is t ic  since a 
a t  l ea s t  s ta r t ing  within the  nozzle t o  bring the  
Adamson (Ref. 5) emphasizes the 9 n a b i l i t y  of the  charac- 
-14- 
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0 
Axial 
Table 2 
( B) 
Temperature Axial 
Typical Sea Level Decay Ratios i n  Supersonic and Subsonic 
- ~~~ 
1.00 
90 
.eo 
70 
.60 
050 
40 
0 3 0  
.20 
.10 
09 
.08 
1.00 
99 
98 - 95 
-90 
.m 
7c 
.60 
0 5 0  
040 
30 
.20 
15 
.10 
.08 
.06 
904 
-03 
.02 
~ 
0 
1 
2 
4 
6 
9 u 
20 
36 
66 
69 
77 
0 
-15 
24 
-32 
45 
* 57 
70 
Distancd I Difference 
0 
-25 
34 
50 
.66 
85 
-15 
Ratio 
x/R, 
0 
5 
8 
10 
l2 
1 5  
18 
21 
u, 
28 
33 
40 
45 
54 
58 
68 
80 
88 
100' 
V e l 0  c i  t Radius *I 
~~ 
10 
15  
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
I Ratio 
Tmx- T en 
1.00 
99 
97 
95 
090 
85 
080 
75 
70 . 60 
-50 
40 
Distance( Rat i o  
x/R, 
0 
5 
10 
17 
30 
41 
53 
63 
72 
t?% 
101 
U-2 
-K Based on empirical data, Reference (3). 
R a d i a l  
Decay 
Ratios 
for  9, 
V, & T 
1 .oo 
99 
95 
0 9 0  
.Qo 
70 
.60 
e 5 0  
040 
-30 
20 
.10 
-03 
:@ 
-15- 
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1.00 
1.20 I;% 
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0 
015 
29 
40 
.50 
77 
93 
1.12. 
1.30 
1.52 
1.80 
2.15 
2 04 
2.48 
2.50 
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Table (2C) shows the empirical a x i a l  subsonic velocity r a t i o  t o  
the sonic velocity (Mach No. 1) a t  the  t i p  of t h e  "supersonic core 
or cone" versus the  a x i a l  increment MR , beyond the distance xs/Re 
where t h i s  occurs. 
t h a t  t he  j e t  pressure i s  ambient, pm , and locating the  axial distance 
from the c r i t i c a l  pressure r a t i o  
The supersonic cone fength i s  estimated by assuming 
and i ts  isentropic re la t ion 
%-I rp,, = (a/K+l) 
where k = t h e  specific heat ra t io ,  giving pract ical ly  the same two 
significant-figure values for  a variety of exhaust gases: 
k = 1.23 1.26 1.30 1.4 ( a i r )  
The sonic velocity i s  obtained fromthe familiar re la t ion 
(4) 
v, = dms ( 5 )  
which ra i ses  the need for  estimating the  variation of the gas constant, 
R,g, along the  axis from a consideration of t he  varyhg molecular weight. 
Fortunately, t h i s  i s  a lso a slow-moving variable with the  asynptotic 
value of 29 for 100% air .  
rvs fo r  the tabular ra t io ,  i s  then 
The empirical axial subsonic velocity, using 
Table (2D) shows the rad ia l  radius ra t io ,  Ro/Re, a t  which the 
velocity along a streamline i s  half  of the maximUm value existing along 
t h e  j e t  axis. These values furnish the empirical dis t r ibut ion basis 
for  estimating the  rad ia l  decay r a t io s  of impact pressure, velocity, and 
temperature difference shown i n  Table (2E) a t  par t icular  locations i n  
the transverse planes of the plume. 
decay r a t i o  for a point located R/Re = 2 from the plume axis when the 
maximum velocity i n  t he  transverse plane has already been determined, 
f i r s t  find the reference Ro/Re value from Table (2D) at the  x/R, location, 
then the  desired r a t i o  can be located i n  Table (2E)when the l i s t e d  rad ia l  
r a t i o  R/Ro sa t i s f ies  the relat ion (%/Re)(R/Ro) = 2. The rad ia l  impact 
pressure and temperature difference r a t io s  a re  found i n  a similar manner 
using siqple interpolation as necessary. 
For example, t o  find the velocity 
-16- 
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The approximate properties of the SA5-SA6 booster engine plume a t  
sea leve l  calculated in the  above manner are  shown i n  Figure 8 fo r  use 
in analysis of the SA+SA6 launch t e s t  data in succeeding sections of 
the present repcrt. 
conditions t o  account for  t h e  average overaxpansion. S t a t i c  pressure 
throughout t he  plume was assumed t o  be equal t o  ambient. These asswnp 
t ions  ei ther  proved t o  be near the correct values or to have l i t t l e  
influence i f  incorrect since the result ing impingement pressure corre-. 
i a t i o n  discussed i n  the  nexi; section turned out t o  be remarkably good. 
Sone Qxlgement was used in assuming nozzle wit 
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The equation based on simple Newtonian impact theory as derived i n  
detail Ln the first quarterly progress report was used t o  compare im- 
pingement pressures versus experimental values for  a variety of cases: 
For convenience of reference, the equation i s  repeated here: 
A .  Apo110 Plune Correlation 
For the Apollo S/M 2CS engines used in the high a l t i tude  cha.mber t e s t s  
z t  Tullahoma, the total. (average) pressure a t  the nozzle ex i t  is very 
nearly equal t o  the operzting chamber pressures of (83 t o  I01 psia) measured 
d t  the  injector  end. A reduction factor  of 0.99 was estimated for  the  
mall. effect  of chamber t o  throat area contraction rat io .  
specif ic  heat r a t io s  corresponding t o  the nozzle area expansion r a t io s  
were used together With a constant assumed chamber gas temperature of 
5400"R fo r  the storable propellants. As an example of the good corre- 
l a t ion  obtained from Equation (7),  except f o r  t he  peak pressure which 
w i l l  be discussed subsequently, the impingement pressures f o r  the case 
of the cut-down nozzle with an area expansion r a t i o  of 10, effective 
&t specific heat r a t i o  of 1.28, simulated a l t i t ude  pressure of about 
250,000 f t  (pract ical ly  a space plume), and an uncanted side impingement 
p la te  located 3 exit radii fram the nozzle and plume a d s ,  are shown in 
Table 3 f o r  the centerline values, and i n  Table 4 fo r  the pressures along 
a transverse plane. 
Effective gas 
Table 3 .  Correlation of Impingement Pressures Along Mal Centerline 
Impingement Pressures 
-- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
8 
12 
9.8 
7.5 
6.8 
6.6 
6.5 
6.9 
7 4  
70 
51 
r$. 
34 
29 
21 
15 
05 
.l8 
.a* . 21 
.17 . 06 
.02 
- 
30 .a 
.18 
07 
.01 
-X3ee dLscussion of proposed shock angle use t o  improve CorrelAtion. 0 
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Table 1;. Correlation of Impingement Pressures, T rave r se  Plane+$ 
Impingement Press L r  es 
psia 
Calc. 
y/Ee P,/Xe’S’ e, 1 . b  Eq. (7) Test 
-------------- -__ 
- 
0 3.0 22 6.% .08 .08 
2.0 3.6 26 7.1 .06 .06 
1.1 3.2 23 6.9 . 07 . 07 
5.5 6.2 41 8.6 .01 .02 
3.3 r;. 5 31 7.5 04 05 
-::-at &?e = 7.1; 
+%$?$?e calculated from 3q. (12), p. 27 of Reference (1) 
?allowing the concept 0,” a c r i t i c a l  shock location changing the laminar 
convective heat t ransfer  fron the oblique shock region t o  the n o m 1  shock 
region (Zefereiice (1) , p. 32), the hypothesis can be made tha t  the 
kpiixement pressure i s  subject t o  a related interpretat ion of the apparent 
bpingement angle.  
of the r i m x i m ~ ~ ~  deflection ang1t’:’as a more appropriate effective impingement 
&?@e. Thus, i r r  Table 3, fo r  & = 6.8 and k = 1.28, the maxinun deflection 
angle, from Figure 13, p. 34 of reference (l), i s  about 48” instead of the  
streanline 4.1”. 
tk5 ixpingemnt pressure, which correlates w e l l  i d t h  the fa i red  test  value. 
peak 
An apparent preliminary correlation i s  obtained b;r use 
Substituting sin2 4 8 O  i n  Eq. ( 7 )  now yields 0.31 psia a s  
13. S A 5 4  A &  Pllme Correlation 
The approxinate dimensionless distances of the two data points from 
the eight nozzle exi t  centers of the booster engine cluster were calculated 
fron the  geometpj of the launch data of Reference (2) and u e  shown i n  
Figure 9. 
given as 3.84/2, or  1.92 f t .  
r ad ia l  distances with respect t o  the plume centerline as a function of 
f l i gh t  t i n e  are shmm i n  the boxed tab13 i n  the same figure. The nearest 
engine plume i s  seen t o  be t o  the l e f t  of both data points Nos. 1 and 2, 
i n i t i a l l y ,  and then weeps over and beyond, indicating tha t  the impingement 
a d  heat lobds pass through maximum values. 
!?cLua.l distances were divided by the radius of the nozzle ex i t ,  
The corresponding dimensionless tudd and 
Follawinli; the  procedure outlined i n  Section IVY the  plume properties 
a re  tabulated o r  curves plotted as in Figure 8 and used t o  determine loca l  
conditions a t  the different data point positions shown i n  Figure 9, with 
results as shown i n  Table 5, and plotted together with the corresponding 
test  data i n  Figure 10. 
Consistent with the maximum shock angle a t  the  same Mach number and 
specific heat rat io .  
-20- 
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Table 5. Calculatiox of Predicted Impirgement Presscres 
Data Poin_t 110. 1: 
3.1 20.0 -2.0 87 1.0 2.0 0.02 1.7 16.4 
3.8 31.7 -0.7 1;o 1.6 0.4 0.81 32.4 b7.1 
b.1 33.5 0.0 27 1.9 0.0 1.00 27.0 41.7 
1.1; L;5.3 -:-0.7 18 2.3 0.3 0.9: 16.lC 31.1 
nata Point I!o. 2: 
2 . G  9.2 -I..]. 151 0.5 2.2 0.00 0.0 U.7 
2.5 11: . !I - .6 !-25 0.8 0.8 0.k5 56.2 70.9 
2 . G  20.3 0.0 G 5  1.0 0.0 1.00 85.0 99.7 
3.1 23.4 0.4 70 1.2 0.3 0.91 63.7 78.4 
3.8 35.1 1.6 32 1.8 0.9 0.37 11.8 26.5 
4.1 42.C 2.4 22 2.1 1.1 0.25 5.5 . 20.2 
L. r, lt9.0 3.0 1 5  2.6 1.2 0.20 3.0 17.7 
Considwing the  ra ther  approximate treatner,t (which is  a l l  that. i s  
ju s t i f i ed  ir! the  application of the Table 2 s t a t i s t i c a l  r a t i o s  without 
knowing what scaleup factors  are involved) the  correlation of t he  prediction 
method values with the t e s t  values i s  indeed remarkable. 
check out of the  method i s  i n  order t o  be sure the  correlation i s  not 
f m t v i t o u s .  
Of course, more 
-22- 
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VI. CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFEE 
The method of determining t h e  t r ans i t i on  point between the  oblique 
and normal shock regions of impingement on a f la t  p la te  was described i n  
the  f irst  quarterly progress report  (Reference l), together with a dis- 
cussion of t h e  empirical equation for predicting t h e  convective heat 
t ransfer  r a t e  i n , the  oblique shock region. 
report  period several cases were evaluated for  correlation within t h i s  
region, and i n  addition, e f fo r t  w a s  devoted t o  establishing a method for 
computing t h e  convective heating rate in t h e  normal shock region and i t s  
correlation with t e s t  data. 
During t h e  past  quarter ly  
A .  Cormlation Recult3 for  Oblique Shock Region 
Equation ( 2 0 )  i n  Reference (1) i s  reproduced here for.convenience i n  
referr ing t o  the variables involved and t h e  spec i f ic  cases evaluated: 
where qt = laminar flow convective heat t ransfer ,  BTU/ft 2 sec, 
Xcr = a x i a l  locat ion on the  impinged p l a t e  from nozzle e x i t  plane, 
where the  flow changes from oblique t o  normal because the 
streamline impingement angle i s  greater  than the  m a x i m u m  de- 
f lect ion angle for which an oblique shock can occur, f t .  
X = axial locat ion of point i n  t h e  oblique shock region, f t .  
pX = density of gas before impingement, slugs/ft3 
= reference air density used i n  or ig ina l  development of 
a i r  equation t o  yield a dimensionless r & t i o  with px. 
% = velocity i n  direct ion pa ra l l e l  t o  plate ,  ft/sec. 
Tx = temperature of gas before impingement, "R 
Tw = m l l  temperature, "R 
Equation ( 8 )  w a s  used for computing the  predicted convective heat 
t ransfer  i n  t h e  oblique shock region f o r  several  cases where experimental 
data  were available from the ApoUo S/M RCS program (Reference 6) .  These 
computations were made using theore t ica l  values of t he  Mach number and 
impingement angle from pr ior  r e su l t s  of the  Apollo Ap 21.4 plume program. 
The in jec tor  end combustion chamber pressure measured during the  tes ts  
was assumed as the  t o t a l  reference chamber pressure. Comparisons of the  
-24- 
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predicted and t e s t  heating rates shown i n  Table 6 and Figures ll and 12 
show good correlation i n  most of t h e  axial and transverse positions. 
Table 6 
Correlation of Predicted and Experimental Heating Rates 
i n  the  Obliaue Shock Region * - 
Position on Predicted Experimental 
Side Plate Heatin Rates 
~ t u / f t  Rates Sec Btu/ft 5 Sec - 
Axial Trmsvers e 
2 -4 55 
2 -4 1.65 
85 .79 0.75 -77 -89 
47 .54 -55 068 
3.7 55 1.03 1.05 1.10 1.13 1.09 
3.7 1.6s 075 ' .69 .73 .e .82 
3.7 3.s5 17 .23 .40 
5.5 55 1.05 1.11 1.u 1.23 1.28 
5.5 1.65 *a 1.06 1.16 
5.5 4.95 .20 .16 .U. 
5.5 3.85 33 -35 -38 
7 o r ,  55 
7 -4 1.65 
7.4 2 -75 
7.4 3.85 
7.4 4.95 
10.6 :c 
10.6 . J;, 
10.6 ! .85 
10.6 ' * ?5 
.86 .%6 .%8 .88 .94 
76 .g9 .99 
58 .64 .64 
4 0  .kO 248 
27 .30 .21 
63 -56 059 
57 .63 .67 
-38 04.4 050 
9 30 031 -35 
% For Apo: '?"I FCS plume: area expansion r a t i o  = 40; 
side . ,le relative t o  plume axis S = lo"; 
distance oi pla te  from nozzle center in nozzle exit plane, 
h/Re = 3; assumed id teaperat-me Tw = 120°F. 
B. Theoretical PraLct ion Eauation for l J o d  Shock ReRion 
An empirical equation giving t he  convective heat t ransfer  in the  
normal shock region from the known upstream plume properties and developed 
in pr ior  NAA/S&ID Apollo work in t h i s  area (Reference 7) is: ' 
-25- 
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where s, = convective heat t ransfer  for normal shock, 
Btu/ft2 sec. 
€ = nozzle area expansion r a t i o  
h/Re = dimensionless distance in the  nozzle e x i t  plane 
from center of nozzle t o  the impinged side p la te  
P/PSL= r a t i o  of gas density before impingement t o  tha t  
of standard air a t  sea l eve l  
V/Vm = r a t i o  of gas velocity before impingement t o  
maximum velocity i n  a vacuum, and 
HW/H = r a t i o  of gas boundary layer enthalpy a t  the  w a l l  
t o  t o t a l  enthalpy. 
This equation was adapted from the Kemp and Riddell empirical satel-  
l i t e  reentry heating equation (Reference 8), keeping the basic form, but 
replacing the  value of the or iginal  constant (20,800) by 15,200 and the 
square root of the nose radius ( f i )  in the  denominator by the expression 
e +  0.75 h/Re t o  relate the  equation empirically t o  the engine and t e s t  
configuration. 
The reciprocal of the square root of the  reference a i r  density is, 
of course, a> constant which can be combined with the  15,200 t o  give 
55,000 as the numerical coefficient. 
rocket exhaustvelocity t o  i t s  maximum under fully expanded conditions i n  
a vacuum i s  s ly the s uare root of the r a t i o  of the nozzle expansion 
efficiencies&? =fi*c. Finally, i f  the specif ic  heat i s  assumed 
nearly constant, the  r a t i o  of l oca l  w a l l  t o  stagnation enthalpy can be 
approximated by the temperature r a t i o  TJTt giving the  simplified 
relat ion:  
Also, the  theoret ical  r a t i o  of 
Further modifications are  desirable t o  make the re la t ion  dependent 
only on the impingement gas velocity o r  Mach number, density, and orien- 
ta t ion.  
on schedule, the form of Equation (9) o r  (10) was used. 
nos. streamline orientations, and constant nozzle exit specific heat r a t i o  
obtained from prior Apollo character is t ics  solution of j e t  plume free 
flow f i e lds  were used, together wi th  the  estimated nozzle exit conditions 
and density and temperature r a t io s  from the gas tables  for  isentropic 
expansion t o  evaluate t h i s  equation. 
However, t o  permit t he  Phase I1 correlation e f fo r t  t o  proceed 
Upstream Mach 
-2 8- 
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Comparison of the  predicted and experimental convective heat t ransfer  
rates fo r  t h i s  n o d  shock region are shown i n  Table 7 for  various 
posit ions on a s ide p la te  parael t o  the  nozzle a x i s  and fo r  two area 
expamion r a t i o s  and w i l l  separation positions. 
appears t o  be good. 
Again, the  correlation 
Table 7 
Correlation of Predicted and 
i n  the  Normal ; 
kpansion 
i a t i o  e: 
3.9 
lo I 
I. I 
Ekperimental Heating Rates 
hock Region* 
~ W a l l  Temp* Heat- Rates %u/% -sec 2 
OF computed &as=&%+ 
0 3.55 3.6 
0 5 4  4.2 
0 2.05 2.9 
500 3 -23 
I 500 4.85 
500 2.35 
2.1,2..?+ 
3.45s3.7 
x- For Apollo S/M RCS Plume (Cant angle 6= 0 giving Z/Re = x/Re ) 
x-x- Applies t o  computed heating rates  only; w a l l  temp. f o r  measured heating 
r a t e  between 70 and 200OF. 
C. Correlation of SA5 Thermal Data 
As of t h i s  wr i t ing ,  t he  convection heat t ransfer  equation which has 
been used successfully t o  correlate predicted values with t h e  Apollo high- 
a l t i t ude  tes t  data  i n  the normal shock region;has not yielded a similarly 
good correlation wi th  t he  Reference (2) data f r o m  the SA5 launch. 
predicted heat t ransfer  values appear t o  be low. 
t ransfer  rate i s  not yet available, but i s  not expected t o  be large enough 
t o  pick up t h e  discrepancy. 
The 
The radiation heat 
-2 9- 
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The discrepancy in re su l t s  could be at t r ibuted t o  various causes: (1) 
the numerical. coefficient in Equation (8) m y  be too low because the 
or iginal  aerodynamic t e s t  data may not have included the e f fec ts  of 
radiation heating a t  high enough temperatures (which would not a f fec t  
the  correlation obtained fo r  the highly expanded gases of the Apollo RCS); 
(2)  the  expression used in the denominator may not f i t  sea l eve l  plume 
data; ( 3 )  unlike the t e s t  impact pressures, the measured heat t ransfer  
ra tes  indicate excessive sca t t e r  i n  both peak leve ls  and times. 
- + 1 degree of gimbaling could account fo r  some of the apparently in- 
correct times, since a calculation of the sweep of the  plume a t  a distance 
of (100 + x)/Re indicates a possible rad ia l sh i f t  of about ,+ 1 exit radius 
and about one second in equivalent l i f t o f f  t h e .  
A small 
Additional data from other launches would be useful t o  add confidence 
t o  the resu l t s  of the  analysis. 
estimated radiation ra tes  when they become available, and reported i n  
l a t e r  progress reports. 
This effor t  w i l l  be continued using the  
-30- 
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VII. PLIJIE RADIATION STUDY 
A . Introduction 
The previous quarterly report (Reference (1)) described a general 
method of predicting total radiant power from an exhaust plume containing 
o q  molecular radiations. 
there appEed to a Mgh altitude or near-vacuum plume but the method is 
canposition distributinns can be specified. 
The detailed numerical example presented 
G , ~ @ A X i ~ b 3  +U; G i l l  & 3 m & & C  $!X'Ei& %%OS€ tmeZ?8tU%, dtXISTt7, &i?26 
This report contains the results of the remahbg analytical work 
accomplished on plume radiation. 
law altitude plumes and the new topic of radiation from particle-laden 
plumes. 
This includes molecular radiation f r o m  
3. Nolecular Radiation fron Lau Altitude Plumes 
At high altitudes and in space the exhaust plume may be considered 
isentropic and non-reacting. Hence canposition can be assumed constarc 
and temperature and pressure may be simply computed f m  the local mch 
rrimber. Ibreover, the Pfach number can often be represented by a r;inq?le 
ana3yticsl function of a;ldtil and radial location (see Equation (kl)  , 
Reference (l)), thus @elding a fairly campact representation of plume 
properties. 
At l o w  altitudes, these simplications are no longer valid. The core 
of the plume trill, in general, contain a series of expansion and compression 
shocks across which gas properties change discontinuously. 
nay be large composition changes due to reaction between the fuel-rich 
exhaust and the entrained atmosphere (llafter-burningll) . 
Noreover, there 
Instead of the relatively simple analytical expressions applicable to 
high altitude plmes, therefore, the mre general expressions must be used. 
T = T (X,R) 
P = P (X,R) 
N = IJ (X,R) 
In machine computation, Equa,tions (ll) , (12) , and (13) would be represented 
br tabulated data with associated interpolation subroutines. In principle, 
however, the calculation of absorption coefficients proceeds exactly as in 
the case of the high altitude plune. The real difficulty is encountered in 
specifying the functions T, P, and N. As pointed out in Section IV of this 
stue, there appears to be no method analogous to the method of character 
istics b;r which the properties in a low altitude plume can be calculated 
accurately. 
rough assumptions of properties are made in order to arrive at an approxhate 
In the numerical example, given in a later section, rather 
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estimate of radiation heating during launch. 
C .  Plume Geometrical Relationships 
In order t o  evaluate the  radiant intensi ty  reaching a surface element 
from a given direction, it i s  convenient t o  work with the  t w o  coordinate 
systems shown i n  Figure 13. The integration of the  equation of radiat ive 
t ransfer  through the plume i s  carried out along l i nes  of sight whose 
orientation i s  specified with respect t o  a reference plane defined by the 
position of the surface element, P, and the plume axis (Figure l3A). 
Direction is  given i n  terms of an azimuth angle, Q, measured from the 
rearward a x i a l  direction i n  the  reference plane and an elevation angle 
qmeasured perpendicular t o  the reference plane. Distance, S, along t he  
l i n e  of sight defines a par t icular  location i n  the plume. 
The same system i s  used t o  define the orientation of the surface 
element at  point, P, i n  terms of the  directional coordinates, A, and 
6, of i t s  normal. 
the radiative characterist ics of the  plume are  determined, are most con- 
veniently described i n  terms of X and R, the ax ia l  and rad ia l  coordinates 
depicted i n  Figure l3B. 
coordinates by 
The temperature, pressure, and composition of the  plume from which 
These are related t o  t h e  previously-described 
x = Y + s cos cos e (14) 
(15)  2 3  2 R S2 sin2 5 + Ro2 - 2R0S cos s i n  8 + S cosc 4 s i n  8 
Unfortunately, a geometrical error  was made in the derivation of 
Xquation 16> i n  t h e  previous quarterly progress report (Reference 1). 
Equation 40, which gives the radiant power per uni t  area reaching a surface 
element, contains the  factor cos ( g  - p r) cos (0 - Q r) which was in- 
tended t o  correct fo r  non-normal incidence. This factor  is corrent when 
e i ther  the  surface normal or the  l i n e  of sight cross the plume ax is  
(9, or % = 0 )  but becomes increasingly i n  error  a s  both H r  and @approach 
90". The correct form of Equation 40 is  
This error  w i l l  affect  the numerical resu l t s  presented i n  Reference 1, 
but w i l l  probably be significant only fo r  surface elements located within 
a few r a d i i  of the plume. There has not been suff ic ient  time t o  recheck 
the previous calculations and t o  include the r e su l t s  i n  t h i s  report, but 
t h i s  w i l l  be reported on l a t e r .  
-32- 
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D. Radiation from Particle-Laden Plumes 
In spite of the fact  t ha t  radiation from par t ic les  generally 
has a simpler spectral  dependence than tha t  from molecular radiators, 
the  overall  problem of evaluating the  contribution due t o  solid (or  
l iquid)  par t ic les  i n  an exhaust plume i s  very d i f f i c u l t .  Firs t ,  t he  
radiative characterist ics of individual par t ic les  must be determined as 
a function of wavelength and of par t ic le  s ize  and temperature. 
the net effect  of a cloud of such par t ic les  (not necessarily uniform i n  
size,  concentration, or  temperature) must be evaluated, considering both 
absorption and scatter- of radiation. 
d i f f i cu l t ,  the actual par t ic le  s ize  distribution, concentration and 
temperature must be predicted as functions of plume location fo r  a given 
rocket engine. 
plumes are  carbon, result ing fromthe incomplete combustion of hydrocarbons, 
and the oxides of aluminum and magnesium which a re  equilibrium products for  
maw solid propellants. 
Next, 
Finally, and perhaps the most 
The principal sol id  or  l iquid constituents in rocket 
E. Cross Sections for  Carbon Part ic les  
S t u l l  and Plass (Reference 9) have computed the  absorption, 
scattering, and t o t a l  cross sections of spherical carbon par t ic les ,  using 
&lie scattering theory. 
t he  expected range fo r  carbon par t ic les  in flames according t o  t h e i r  review 
of available measurements. 
a r e  quite complex, the result ing values can be represented f a i r l y  simply 
fo r  wavelengths which a re  large compared t o  par t ic le  radius. 
t h i s  covers the spectral  region from which most of the  radiant energy is  
emitted at typical plume temperatures. 
They considered par t ic le  r a d i i  from 50 t o  1000 1 
Although the expressions fo r  cross sections 
Fortunately 
The cross sections are  
The cross sections are  i n  square centimeters, and radius and wave- 
length a re  i n  microns. 
In t he  range where they apply (r < 0.1 p , 1 > 1.0 p) ,  Equations 16 
and 17 have two important consequences : 
extinction mechanism and scattering can be ignored fo r  most engineering 
purposes. 
of par t ic les  i n  a cloud, is  proportional t o  N 4 and thus t o  the  mass 
density of particles.  
coefficient, is independent of par t ic le  s i ze  and s i z e  distribution. 
F i r s t ,  absorption is  the  dominant 
Secondly, the  product N et, where N s the  volume concentration 
Thus N at, which i s  essent ia l ly  a volume absorption 
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F. Cross Sections and - Branisidties of Oxide Particles 
The aluminum and magnesium oxide par t ic les  observed i n  solid 
propellant exhausts range in size  f romless  than a micron t o  several 
nicrons in radias (see References 10, ll, 12). 
t i o n  of radiation cross sections is more complicated than f o r  the much 
smaller carbon par t ic les .  
ot, a t  a given wavelength increases monotonically with pa r t i c l e  radius 
r , fcr particles midl cmqzred ~ 4 t h  t he  wad.ergth.  
hgving r a d i i  g r  a t e r  than about one-third wavelength a t  osc i l la tes  about 
t he  value m r  , f ina l ly  damping out at  large radii. Referencellgives 
t o t a l  and absorption cross sections f o r  Al 0 
Thus the spectral  varia- 
Typically the  t o t a l  o r  extinction coefficient, 
For par t ic les  
5 
range of sizes and wavelengths. 
and MgO part ic les  over a 2 3  
l b r i z d  and Carpenter (Reference 10) in l the i r  analysis simplify 
t h i s  Complicated behavior by assuming t h e  constant asymptotic d u e  
Zrrr  fo r  the extinction coefficient. This represents a rough average 
t o  t he  actual values for  par t ic les  in the  micron range and i s  probably a 
reasonable choice since pa r t i c l e  size and s ize  dis t r ibut ion a re  not 
accurately known. 
Current knowledge of 5 0  and Mgo par t ic le  emissivities, which 
Typical values derived from the cross sections computed by 
can be derived from the absorptioa and t o t a l  cross sections, is uncertain 
a t  present. 
P l a s s  (Reference 11) are l e s s  than 0.1 but l a t e r  work by the same 
laboratory (Reference 12) indicates t ha t  these values are too low fo r  
pa r t i c l e s  a t  plume temperatures and t ha t  emissivities probably l i e  i n  the 
range 0.2 t o  0.4. 
upon an analysis of radiation from actual rocket exhausts. 
In Reference 10, the value 0.25 is  adopted, based 
G. Gas-Particle Nozzle Flow 
There have been a number o f  numerical studies of the behavior 
of two-phase flow i n  rocket nozzles and isentropic plumes. 
of such calculations a re  presented in References 10, 13, and li+. 
general the velocity and temperature 'history of the par t ic les  a re  com- 
puted from the  drag and heat t ransfer  exerted by the gas stream. 
The results 
In 
In a l l  the  references cited, t he  calculations a re  based upon the 
Drag and heat transfer are  evaluated assumption of spherical par t ic les .  
in the f l a w  regime where viscous behavior predominates (Stokes flow). 
3eferences LD and 13 include corrections f o r  rarefaction effects.  
Reference U, also takes rarefaction in to  acoount and i n  addition employs 
corrections for  compressibility and i n e r t i a l  effects  which can be important 
fo r  large par t ic les  and large relat ive velocit ies.  
mation Systems Division of North American Aviation and it i s  not within 
Ro similar computer program i s  available a t  t he  Space and Infor- 
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the  scope of the present study t o  develop one. 
numerical resu l t s  of detailed calculations have been correlated t o  
provide engineering expressions useful for  the estimation of the radiative 
properties of gas-particle clouds. 
As an alternative,  the 
H. Velocits Larr. Correlation 
In general, the ax ia l  velocity of a pa r t i c l e  w i l l  l a g  the  
velocity of the gas stream during acceleration through the nozzle and in 
the external plume. The amount of t h i s  k g  depends upon nozzle shape 
and s i ze ,  par t ic le  s i ze  and density, and gas properties. 
par t ic les  are  found t o  be very small, only AlzO 
micron range are l ike ly  t o  exhibit appreciable ?elocit$ lag. 
of the l a t t e r  two a re  f a i r l y  close sothat, i n  practice, only par t ic le  
s i ze  need be considered. 
contours and gas composition and temperature variation through the  nozzle 
w i l l  be similar f o r  modern solid propellant rockets. 
nation, the significant variables a re  nozzle scale and axial  distance 
along the  nozzle. 
Since carbon 
and M 0 par t ic les  i n  the 
The densi t ies  
Again, it is  reasonable t o  expect that  nozzle 
Thus, as an approxi- 
The velocity lag (1-k, where $ Vp/Vg) can $e successfully 
correlated with the parameter r (r”)-ZZ& where r Land 2 represent the 
par t ic le  radius in  microns, the nozzle throat radyus i n  centimeters, and 
the ax ia l  distance downstream of the throat i n  centimeters, respectively. 
This correlation i s  shown in Figure 14. 
siderable difference between the curve which includes corrections fo r  
i n e r t i a l  and compressibility effects  and that  which includes only rare- 
fact ion effects.  
P 
As m a y  be seen, there i s  con- 
I. Temperature b a  Correlation 
An examination of the numerical predictions fo r  par t ic le  tempera- 
- T ), where T is the  gas temperature i n  the 
hat lag regzhes an asymptotic value within f tu re  l ag  ( T  P - ‘&/Tg0 combustion chamber, shows 
the  diverging portion of the nozzle and remains essent ia l ly  constant 
thereaf ter .  
apparently not sensit ive t o  nozzle lerngth. 
factory correlation of the data from References 13 and l.4 can be made 
using par t ic le  radius alone (see Figure 15). 
Thus, the  value of the temperature lag a t  the  nozzle exit is  
In fac t ,  a reasonable satis- 
Unlike the s i tua t ion  with the velocity lag, there  i s  no consistent 
trend ident i f ied with the  consideration of i n e r t i a l  and compressibility 
effects .  It should be noted that  t he  apparent lack of influence of nozzle 
scale i s  based on the data used in Figure 15 which covers nozzle r a d i i  
from 1 . 5  t o  3.5 centimeters. For much la rger  nozzles, the temperature 
l ag  a t  the  exit muse cer ta inly be l e s s  than the  correlation indicates. 
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J . Par t ic le  Concentration Correlation 
As Miegel  (Reference 13) points out, particles tend t o  t r a v e l  
i n  s t ra ight  l i nes  in the  diverging portion of t h e  exi t  nozzle and i n  
the plume, and i n  fact  exhibit conical flow regardless of nozzle contour. 
This observation i s  used as t h e  basis for an approxhate method of speci- 
f s ing  par t i c l e  concentrations i n  t h e  plume. 
Assume that  par t ic les  i n  t he  plume are confined t o  a cone 
centered on t h e  nozzle axis  whose apex i s  a t  t h e  nozzle throat and whose 
ha l f  angle QL i s  determined by the  l i m i t -  streamline fo r  a par t icular  
s ize .  
i n  magnitude and directed along streamlines perpendicular t o  the  apex. 
Under these circumstances t h e  par t ic le  mass flow 
face X = constant becomes 
Assume further t h a t  the par t ic le  concentration Np i s  constant 
through any sur- % 
The area A (X) becomes 
The par t ic le  cpncentration may now be expressed 
M, - I 
Kz2 k2 Np = v pP g 
The term i n  brackets depends upon the  par t ic le  s i ze  and nozzle 
The par t ic le  velocity may be taken as the  value a t  the  nozzle 
, 
geometry. 
ex i t  and i s  obtainable fron t h e  gas exit velocitythrough Figure 14. 
l imit ing streamline angle %may also be correlated with pa r t i c l e  s i z e  
as  shown i n  Figure 16. 
pa r t i c l e  radius un t i l  it exceeds the nozzle half  angle, after which it 
remains roughly constant. 
The 
61, varies inversely with the  square root of the  . 
No published calculations of plume pa r t i c l e  concentrations 
have been found i n  which enough information i s  included t o  al low a d i rec t  
t e s t  of Equation 19. 
t r a t i o n  dis t r ibut ions fo r  two particle sizes,  0.79 and 3.95 p, which a re  
assumed t o  have equal mass fractions i n  the exit flow. Thus t h e  term 
outside t h e  bracket i n  uation 19  is constant, and N should vary in- 
t ra t ions  do obgy t h i s  rklat ion f a i r ly  closely. 
However Reference 10 presents calculated concen- 
versely with r 3 K z2 g ?! . Figure 17  shows t ha t  t he  calculated concen- 
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K. 
Because of the small  s ize  ( rp  < 1000 A ) and high emissivity 
F i rs t ,  scattering of t he  radiation from 
Radiative Transfer from SubmicroscoPic Par t ic les  (Carbon) 
0 
typ ica l  of carbon par t ic les  i n  a rocket exhaust, two important s h p l i -  
f icat ions can be introduced. 
one par t ic le  by adjacent par t ic les  can be ignored and the  simple ex- 
gives the  intensity received by a surface element (normal t o  the  l i n e  of 
sight)  from a uniform cloud of par t ic les  S units thick and having par- 
t i c l e  cross section at and concentration N 
Equations 25 and 26, Reference 9). From d u a t i o n  17 and the formula f o r  
per uni t  volume. (See 
F? mass of a sDhere of radius r, c 
Thus the par t ic le  cloud can be considered t o  have an effect ive absorption 
coefficient, PPY which i s  proportional t o  the  mass concentration of 
carbon Wp ( i n  grains per cubic centimeter) and inversely proportional t o  
the  wave length(in microns). 
form of Equation 20 should be employed: 
For a non-uniform cloud, the difference 
S e c ondly , 
par t ic les  
and t h e i r  
the correlations described previously show tha t  submicroscopic 
are, for pract ical  purposes,in equilibrium with the gas stream 
velocity, temperature and concentration can be t reated i n  the  
same manner as i s  done for  molecular constituents. 
L. Radiative Transfer from Micron-Sized Part ic les  (A.1203, MgO) 
Morizumi and Carpenter (Reference 10) have carried out calcula- 
t ions of radiative heat t ransfer  from Al 0 
effects  of sca t te r i  . 
i s  a constant, 2 my, thus making it possible t o  work with t o t a l  rather 
than spectral  inten!hties. They compute apparent emissivity e~ for  two 
par t ic le  geometries, an i n f i n i t e  s lab and an i n f i n i t e  cylind r. 
yield the same limiting value of apparent emissivity cA = 
optical  thickness T = Np vi L i s  very large. L is  the  thi:fkess of the 
s lab or  diameter of the  cy inder. 
par t ic les ,  including the 
They make the  ass 2u2 ption tha t  t o t a l  cross section 
Both 
when the  
A t  small 
6 A  = 213 cp r 
e A = 2  7 ( fo r  a slab) 
( fo r  a cylinder) 
rP 
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A t  all values of T, their  results can be represented f a i r l y  
accurately by the  expression 
tA = 'p 
where C equals 2/3 for  a cylinder and 2 for a slab. 
t ransfer  t o  a surface element from a small portion of the  plume is 
given by 
"he radiant heat 
where AF i s  the  shape factor  between the  portion of the par t ic le  cloud 
i n  question and t he  element. The t o t a l  radiant heat t ransfer  is the sum 
of the individual contributions. No computer program has been developed 
a t  SUD t o  apply Equation 24 t o  the geometry of an actual  par t ic le  cloud 
of micron-sized par t ic les .  However, its use i s  s t ra ight  forward pro- 
vided the correct values of CA are available. 
Equations 19, 23, and 24 t o  obtain radiant heat transfer,  consider the 
following idealized case. The surface element h question i s  oriented 
so t h a t  i ts  normal is  perpendicular to, arrd passes through the  plume 
axis. Moreover, assme that  t h e  element i s  lma ted  ju s t  at the  edge 
of the  plume 40 nozzle throat r a d i i  downstream of the throat.  Under 
these circmstances the shape factor AF i s  Unity and the  plume properties 
As an i l l u s t r a t ion  of the use of Figures 14, 15, 16 and 
L - 7. ~" uc -ua& iiL k . . . . ~ i ~ ~ ~  14 ~= L* _ _ _ _  _____I_ z--  -L r) in->- t,LLUDCi U b b U J . A r r r t ;  0.U U - 4 W L .  0 
Let the  exit temperature be 1 0 0 0 ° K ,  t he  chamber temperature be 
3000 OK, and the gas exit velocity ( a t  Z = l 0 r x )  be 3 x lO5centheters 
per second. Assume a nozzle throat radius of 5 centimeters and a t o t a l  
mass f l o w  of 5 x 104 grams per second of which 20 percent i s  made up of 
3 micron A1203 part ic les .  
The velocity lag parameter at the  nozzle d t  is 
* 5 z y 4  3 = 3.a/[ 5y'c 5x10) v43 = 0.60 1 
from which 1 - K = 0.065 f r o m  Figure l4. 
parameter the lower curve from Eigure U, i s  probably more accurate.) 
( A t  l a rger  values of the 
The temperature l ag  a t  t he  exit is found t o  be 0.32 f r o m  - 
Figure 15 a t  Fp =F = 1.73. 
1000 + (3OW-lOOo) x 0.32 - 1640°K 
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Since both drag and heat t ransfer  are great ly  reduced i n  the 
plume beyond the ex i t  due t o  rapid gas expansion the  exit values of 
temperature and velocity can be assumed approximately constant thereaf ter .  
plume ( a t  lFp = 0.58) i s  T a k i n g  t h e  par t ic le  
the par t ic le  concentration can be evaluated at Z = 4Or* from Equation 19. 
The limiting conical half-angle for  the pa r t i c l e  cloud i n  the  
= 13.1" from Figure 16. 
density a t  the  room tempera % w e  value 3.85 grams per cubic centimeter, 
N = 0.2 x 5 x 104 1 
4/3 n2 x 3.85 x 3- ( 3  x 10-4)3(1-0.065)(40 x 5)'(&&J2 
57 03 
4 = 1.26 x 10 ~3-n-3 
(Note tha t  r must be i n  centimeters and in radians i n  Equation 19.) P 
The opt ical  thickness T i s  proportional t o  the  loca l  diameter 
of the  conical par t ic le  cloud. 
L = 2 Z t a n k  
= 2 x 40 x 5 x .2325 S= 93 cm 
Thus 
7= N L = N  x 2 n r 2 ~  
P P P 
= 1.26 
= 0.66 
104 x 2 n(3 x 10 -4 1 2 x 93 
The effective emissivity can now be calculated from Equation 23. 
ep = 0.25 and C = 2/3 ( for  a cylinder) 
Taking 
= 0.102 
The radiant power received is then obtained from Equation 
AP = 1.0 x 0.102 x 5.66 x 
= 4.15 w a t t s / c m  
x (1640)' 
2 
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I 
M. Estimated Radiation Heating D u r k  Saturn Launch 
The methods described above are  being used t o  make representa- 
t i v e  calculations of radiant heat transfer during sea leve l  launch of the 
Saturn vehicle. 
ments made on the  launch structure are available which may be compared 
with analyt ical  predictions of radiative and convective rates .  
As described in  Section V, t o t a l  heat transfer measure- 
The instrumented locations chosen for  i n i t i a l  radiation cal- 
culations are designated 15B1, 2 (Data Point No. 2). The procedure 
employed was t o  calculate heat t ransfer  from the  nearest engine plume 
only and t o  multiply t h i s  by a factor estimated f romthe  additional 
solid angle subtended by the other plumes and the  assumption that  each 
pluine is o p t i c d l y  thick. 
d i f fe ren t  launch times are  as follows: 
The relevant geometrical factors for three 
t h e  from launch (seconds) 2.0 2.8 3.8 
axial location of i5m, ~ ( x / R ~ )  9.2 20.3 35.1 
radial location of 15Bl, 2(R&)(-)l.l O.O(+) 1.6 
fac tor  (for d t i p l U m e  estimate) 1.0 1.0 2.0 
Calculations a r e  beinE c a r r i e d  niit. iising +_he y r " g r z  n-r;.c.c ;?< t h c  -,zb 
program REDRAD. 
ferred t o  earlier, these programs were modified t o  accomodate the  
special  features of a low-altitude plume. 
In  addition t o  making the  geometrical correction re- 
Properties were handled i n  the  following way. Temperature was 
taken constant a t  any ax ia l  stat ion and assumed t o  vary l inear ly  with 
axial stat ion.  Composition was taken t o  be constant within the plume 
and submicroscopic carbon part ic les  were added as an additional con- 
s t i tuent .  
follows: 
The properties assigned at two axial stat ions were as 
AXW. s ta t ion  (x&) 0 50 
Temperature ( OK) 1670 1390 
Pressure ( a t 4  1 1 
Plume width ( V R e )  1 1.5 
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Axid Station x/R, _- 0 s  
Gas composition (Mol fraction) : 
H2° 
co 
c02 
.38 .38 
.38 .38 
.I2 .l2 
Carbon concentration 
(assumed weight fraction) .01 .01 
The resu l t s  of t h e  plume radiation calculations w i l l  be given in a l a t e r  
report. 
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V I I I .  DISCUSSION OF RFSULTS AND FiECOMMEMIATIONS 
FOR FUTURE: WORK 
This second quarterly progress report includes a major part of the 
Phase I1 Analytical and Ikperimental. Correlation, together with a number 
of the remaining topics  of the Phase I Analytical Investigations. The 
l a t t e r  include the  effect  of shift ing specific heat r a t i o  on free f low 
f i e U  J e t  plmes, the  e ~ r s t r x t i ~ n  of sea leiid. p2mes aid cwves of 
properties, and radiation from solid par t ic les .  
The results of t he  shif t ing specific heat r a t i o  study indicate t h a t  
an appreciable decrease i n  the width of the plume boundary occurs COP 
pared with the  boundary width obtained by use of an assumed constant 
specif ic  heat ra t io .  Apparently, the  principal cause of the s h i f t  in 
l e v e l  t o  higher values of the specific heat r a t i o  is  the reduction in 
temperature as t he  gas expands; hence, l i t t l e  other difference resulted 
from the choice of equilibrium composition, frozen chamber oomposition, 
o r  a combined equilibrium frozen case where predetermined "freezing 
point" c r i t e r i a  caused the program t o  s h i f t  from t he  equilibrium t o  the 
frozen condition. Some additional study i s  needed t o  conclude that the  
constant nozzle exit value of specific heat r a t i o  w i l l  provide accuracy 
adequate for  most applications. 
The equatiom presented in the  first quarterly progress report for 
incorporating the  Newtonian impact pressure of t h e  freeakream ac. an 
added res t r ic t ion  for computing the j e t  plume fo r  a mring nozzle were 
used successfully with the Apollo AP 214 program during t h e  past report 
period. 
dimensionless contraction r a t i o s  i n  order t o  show trend effects  fo r  pre- 
dict ion purposes. 
data t o  generalize these trends. 
The resul t ing compressed j e t  boundaries were converted t o  
Continued ef for t  i s  recommended t o  obtain suff ic ient  
The empirical sea leve l  plume decay r a t io s  for  pressure, temperature 
difference, and velocity were abstracted from seven experjmentally-based 
distributior,  curves i n  the key pper .  on the subject by Anderson and Johns 
and are given in the present report in condensed tables  on one sheet 
for ready reference while making computations. That accuracy was not 
l o s t  by this pract ical  conversion is  demonstrated by the remarkably good 
correlation obtained between the  resulting predicted impact pressures 
and the t e s t  data f o r  t he  SA5 launch. Not such good correlation was ob- 
tained for  the predicted convective heat transfer.  
recommended t o  improve the correlation. 
Continued analysis is 
The question of the plume radiatinn contributing a la rger  portion of 
t he  t o t a l  heat load measured than accounted fo r  i n  the equations was in- 
vestigated. 
sample case worked out i n  d e t a i l  t o  clarifg the parameters involved. 
The radiation from solid par t ic les  i s  considered, with a 
The 
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study i s  not yet complete; however, the level of radiation f l u x  is expected 
t o  be far smaller than obtained by convection heat t ransfer .  
investigation in this area is recommended. 
Continued 
In general, the  present predication methods appear t o  give reasonably 
good correlation w i t h  plume impingement data obtained i n  high a l t i t ude  
t e s t  chambers, and also for  the impact pressures f o r  sea l eve l  plumes. 
However, because of the largely empirical nature of t he  methods, fur ther  
study i s  needed and recommended t o  improve them, par t icular ly  in the 
heat t ransfer  area for  low-altitude plumes. 
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